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a b s t r a c t

Improving the late Quaternary paleoclimate record through climate interpretations of low-latitude
glacier length changes advances our understanding of past climate change events and the mecha-
nisms for past, present, and future climate change. Paleotemperature reconstructions at low-latitude
glaciers are uniquely fruitful because they can provide both site-specific information and enhanced
understanding of regional-scale variations due to the structure of the tropical atmosphere. We produce
Little Ice Age (LIA) and Younger Dryas (YD) paleoclimate reconstructions for the Huancan�e outlet glacier
of the Quelccaya Ice Cap (QIC) and low-latitude southern hemisphere regional sea surface temperatures
(SSTs) using a coupled ice-flow and energy balance model. We also model the effects of long-term
changes in the summit temperature and precipitiation rate and the effects of interannual climate vari-
ability on the Huancan�e glacier length. We find temperature to be the dominant climate driver of glacier
length change. Also, we find that interannual climate variability cannot adequately explain glacier ad-
vances inferred from the geomorphic record, necessitating that these features were formed during past
colder climates. To constrain our LIA reconstruction, we incorporate the QIC ice core record, finding a LIA
air temperature cooling at the ice cap of between ~0.7 �C and ~1.1 �C and ~0.4 �C and regional SSTs
cooling of ~0.6 �C. For the YD paleoclimate reconstructions, we propose two limits on the precipitation
rate, since the ice core record does not extend into the Pleistocene: 1) the precipitation rate scales with
the Clausius-Clapeyron relationship (upper limit on cooling) and 2) the precipitation rate increases by
40% (lower limit on cooling), which is an increase about twice as great as the regional increases realized
in GCM simulations for the period. The first limit requires ~1.6 �C cooling in ice cap air temperatures and
~0.9 �C cooling in SSTs, and the second limit requires ~1.0 �C cooling in ice cap air temperatures and
~0.5 �C cooling in SSTs. Our temperature reconstructions are in good agreement with the magnitude and
trend of GCM simulations that incorporate the forcing mechanisms hypothesized to have caused these
climate change events.
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Our understanding of the mechanisms for and the extent of
climate change events that occur on sub-Milankovitch cycle
alone).

r Ltd. This is an open access article
timescales is inhibited by under-sampling in the terrestrial low-
latitude and southern hemisphere paleoclimate record. Improving
this record would increase not only our knowledge about such
events but also our understanding of general climate dynamics
(Seager and Battisti, 2007). Observed changes in low-latitude and
southern hemisphere glacier lengths, since the Last Glacial
Maximum (LGM) (26,000e19,500 years ago or 26.5e19.5 ka), can
help us improve this record. Changes in glacier length are linked to
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changes in climate, with local meteorology dictating surface mass
balance and the local topography and the surface mass balance
dictating flow dynamics (Oerlemans and Fortuin, 1992; Oerlemans,
2001). Previous studies have used observations of recent glacier
retreats in reconstructions of contemporary climate change (e.g.
Oerlemans, 2005; Laclercq and Oerlemans, 2012) and have used
geomorphic footprints of past glacier lengths in paleoclimate re-
constructions and evaluations (e.g. Rind and Peteet, 1985; Huber
et al., 2005; Anderson and Mackintosh, 2006; Doughty et al., 2013).

Paleotemperature reconstructions from tropical mountain gla-
ciers can also provide constraints on past regional temperature
change. High-altitude surface temperatures and free atmosphere
temperatures deviate only slightly (Seidel and Free, 2003; Bradely
et al., 2006), linking temperature changes at tropical glaciers to
changes in the free atmosphere. Also, low-latitude horizontal free
atmosphere temperature gradients are relatively homogeneous,
because the weak Coriolis Force in low-latitudes allows for internal
waves to dampen out gradients (i.e. the Weak Temperature
Gradient (WTG) approximation) (Pierrehumbert, 1995; Sobel et al.,
2001). By the WTG approximation, changes in free atmosphere
temperatures at a specific location can be related to broader
regional changes at elevation. In addition, low-latitude free atmo-
sphere temperature profiles are dictated by moist convection and
the Hadley andWalker circulations, and these dynamical processes
link changes in sea surface temperatures (SSTs) to free atmosphere
temperature changes according to the moist adiabat curve (Xu and
Emanuel, 1989; Pierrehumbert, 1999; Williams et al., 2009). These
structures of the tropical atmosphere allow paleotemperature re-
constructions for a specific tropical glacier to provide paleo-
temperature information for other regional glaciers and regional
paleo-SSTs.

Before conducting such paleoclimate reconstructions, some
outstanding questions must be addressed. First, the climate
drivers of tropical glacier length changes are poorly understood.
The relative importance of temperature versus precipitation rate
changes on tropical glacier length changes is debated (Kaser et al.,
2004; Taylor et al., 2006; Thompson et al., 2006; Vuille et al.,
2008; Licciardi et al., 2009; Jomelli et al., 2011; Thompson et al.,
2013; Stroup et al., 2014; Jomelli et al., 2014). Second, the
climate interpretation of glacial geomorphic features is not fully
understood. Glacier modeling studies illustrate that glacier length
fluctuations can occur due to interannual climate variability
within an unchanging mean climate state (Oerlemans, 2000; Roe
& O'Neal, 2009; Huybers and Roe, 2009; Roe, 2011; Roe and Baker,
2014). For such a glacier system, the furthest downslope excur-
sion, which is argued to be the location of moraine deposition,
may be as much as 15% down-valley from the mean glacier
terminus position (Anderson et al., 2014). Such a detachment
of the location of the moraine deposit from the mean position
of the glacier terminus, which is thought to be determined by
the climate, complicates a climate interpretation of the glacial
geomorphic record.

We present results from three experiments using a 1-D nu-
merical flow-line model to address these questions and provide
paleoclimate constraints for the Little Ice Age (LIA) (~1330e1850
CE) and the Younger Dryas (YD) (~12.8e11.5 ka) for the Huancan�e
outlet glacier of the Quelccaya Ice Cap (QIC), Peru, which is the
world's largest tropical ice mass (e.g. Thompson et al., 2006). In
Experiment 1, we investigate the glacier length sensitivity of the
Huancan�e glacier to changes in temperature, precipitation rate,
and summit accumulation rate. In Experiment 2, we determine
temperature and precipitation rate changes that can produce the
LIA and YD glacier lengths. For the LIA glacier length we incor-
porate the QIC ice core record (Thompson et al., 1985, 1986, 2013)
to constrain better our reconstructions. In Experiment 3, we
investigate the glacier length response to interannual climate
variability.

1.1. Study site

The QIC, located in the Cordillera Oriental of the Andes [13.9 �S,
70.9 �W; 55 km2; summit altitude 5670 m.a.s.l; Fig. 1], sits atop an
ignimbrite plateau (Audebaud, 1973; Chavez et al., 1997) with
multiple valleys connecting the plateau to the surrounding land-
scape that contain glacial features (Mercer et al., 1975; Mercer and
Palacios, 1977; Goodman et al., 2001; Mark et al., 2002; Kelly et al.,
2012; Stroup et al., 2014; Kelly et al., 2015). The Rio Huancan�e
valley, on the southwest side of the QIC (Fig. 1), contains three
prominent moraine belts: 1) Huancan�e I (Hu-I) (~1 km downslope
from the current ice margin), 2) Huancan�e II (Hu-II) (~4 km
downslope), and 3) Huancan�e III (Hu-III) (~8 km downslope)
(Mercer et al., 1975; Mercer and Palacios, 1977). The Hu-I moraines
date to the LIA (Mercer and Palacios, 1977; Stroup et al., 2014) and
may mark the maximum Holocene glacier extent (Stroup et al.,
2014). The Hu-II moraines mark a readvance of the glacier at the
end of the Lateglacial Period (Mercer and Palacios, 1977; Goodman
et al., 2001; Kelly et al., 2012, 2015) and have been constrained to
12.35 þ 0.2, �0.02 ka, indicating an ice advance during the early to
middle YD (Kelly et al., 2012, 2015). The Hu-III moraines are
attributed to the LGM or a standstill in the early part of the retreat
from the LGM (Mercer and Palacios, 1977; Goodman et al., 2001;
Kelly et al., 2015) and are not studied in this paper.

2. Glacier model & experiments

In this work, we use a shallow-ice 1-D glacier flowline model
coupled to an energy balance ablation model. Similar methods
have been used (though the ablation schemes have varied) to
explore glacier length sensitivity to different types of climate
change, make predictions about future glacier length changes,
study glacier response to interannual climate variability, and
reconstruct paleoclimates associated with glacial geomorphic
features (e.g. Oerlemans, 1986; Oerlemans, 1997a,b, 2000;
Anderson and Mackintosh, 2006; Roe & O'Neal, 2009).

2.1. Glacier flow model

We use a shallow-ice 1-D glacier flowline model to simulate the
ice flow, which has been shown to capture mountain glacier flow
dynamics (Oerlemans, 1986). The governing equation is the 1-D
mass continuity equation for a constant density fluid:

v

vt
ðHÞ ¼ �1

w
v

vx
ðu H wÞ þ B

where H is the ice thickness, t is time, w is the valley width, x is the
position along the flowline, u is the sum of the vertically averaged
deformation velocity (ud) and sliding velocity (us) in the direction of
the flowline, and B is the surface mass balance (see Section 2.2). We
use a trapezoidal approximation for w (see Oerlemans, 1997a).
Velocity relationships follow Oerlemans (1997a, 2000):

ud ¼ fdHt
3

and

us ¼ fsH�1t3

where t is the local driving stress (�r g H vh
vx), g is the acceleration of

gravity, r is the ice density (910 kg m�3), H is the ice thickness, vhvx is



Fig. 1. Glacier geologic map of the three outlet glaciers on the west side of the Quelccaya Ice Cap (south-eastern Peru) (Adapted from Kelly et al., 2012). The outlined area indicates
the North Fork of the Rio Huancan�e Valley (focus area). The flowline along the valley is indicated by the line in the middle of the outline. The insert on the top left is the char-
acteristic bedrock profile of the valley.
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the slope of the glacier surface, fd is the deformation parameter, and
fs is the sliding parameter. For fdwe use 1.9� 10�24 Pa�3 s�1, and for
fs we use 5.7 � 10�20 Pa�3 m2 s�1 (Oerlemans, 1997a).

We use data from the Shuttle Rader TopographyMission (http://
srtm.usgs.gov/index.php) to construct the flowline geometry of the
Huancan�e valley, with a spatial resolution of 50 m and a model
domain that extends 250 m beyond the characteristic position of
the Hu-II moraines. We solve the flow dynamics using the Crank-
Nicholson method and a time-step of one model month.
2.2. Surface energy mass balance model

We calculate the surface mass balance, B, from the difference
between the solid precipitation and the ablation at each position, x,
along the flowline. The ablation rate is calculated from an energy
balance model. The available melt energy, Qm, when the ice surface
is at the melting temperature, is calculated from the following
equation:

Qm ¼ Sþ Lþ QH þ QE þ QR

where S is the net shortwave radiation absorbed by the ice, L is the
net longwave radiation, QH is the sensible heat flux, QE is the latent
heat flux, and QR is the heat flux due to rain on the ice surface.
Refreezing of melt water is not included in this model, and all
meltwater is assumed to be lost from the system by either runoff or
evaporation. S and L follow the parameterizations outlined in
Pierrehumbert (2011). QH and QE follow the bulk method with the
Richardson stability criterion for stable stratification (Hock, 2005).
We also calculate the amount of mass loss from sublimation when
QE is negative (energy flux out of the ice) but do not include mass
deposition when QE is positive (energy flux into the ice).

We usemonthly mean data from ameteorological station on the
QIC summit from August 2004 to June 2012 managed by the Uni-
versity of Massachusetts (correspondence with Dr. Doug Hardy) to
constrain the energy balance model parameters and contemporary
summit temperature signal. We use monthly mean data from the
Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) (Bookhagen and
Strecker, 2008) for the contemporary precipitation rate signal,
which captures the seasonality in the QIC precipitation rate. The
TRMM data produces a smaller net annual precipitation rate than
the Thompson et al. (2013) observed summit accumulation rate,
and we scale up the TRMM precipitation signal to a net annual
precipitation rate of 1.34 m w.e. a�1, while not changing the sea-
sonality of the precipitation rate. With this scaling, the model
produces the Thompson et al. (2013) contemporary QIC summit
accumulation rate while producing the modern terminus position.
We assume that the valley air temperature follows a linear tem-
perature profile with a lapse rate of 5.4 �C km�1, which is the value
for the QIC from Bradley et al. (2009). We also conduct experiments
with a temperature dependent lapse rate (see Section 2.3).

2.3. Equilibrium glacier length simulations (Experiments 1 & 2)

In Experiments 1 and 2, we calculate the equilibrium glacier
length and accumulation rate along the flowline for a given tem-
perature and precipitation pairing. We start the model with a zero-
height profile and run it until it reaches an equilibrium height

http://srtm.usgs.gov/index.php
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Table 1
Temperature changes and lapse rate for simulations.

DTsummit (�C) DSST (�C) Lapse rate (�C km�1)

�2.50 �1.35 5.72
�2.00 �1.09 5.65
�1.50 �0.82 5.59
�1.00 �0.55 5.52
�0.50 �0.27 5.46
0.00 0.00 5.40
þ0.50 0.28 5.34
þ1.00 0.55 5.28
þ1.50 0.83 5.22

Bold values in this table correspond to no temperature change, i.e. essentially the
‘control’.
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profile. To perturb the climate, we vary the mean summit tem-
perature from�2.50 �C toþ1.15 �C around the contemporary value
in increments of 0.05 �C and the precipitation rate from �90%
to þ225% times the contemporary value in increments of 5%. In
Experiment 1, we fix either the temperature or precipitation rate at
the contemporary signal and vary the other climate forcing,
running the model to equilibrium each time. In Experiment 2, we
run the model to equilibriumwith each pairing of temperature and
precipitation rate changes (n ¼ 4864) and find the combinations of
perturbations that can produce an equilibrium glacier length that
reaches the characteristic position of the Hu-I or Hu-II moraines
along the flowline. For the Hu-I moraines (LIA-aged), we incorpo-
rate the decadal-average summit accumulation record (Thompson
et al., 2013) to find the combinations of temperature and precipi-
tation rate change that can both advance the glacier to the Hu-I
position and produce the summit accumulation rate appropriate
for the time of moraine deposition. We reconstruct temperature
and precipitation rate changes for the Hu-I and Hu-II features since
they are within the same valley basin, but we cannot reconstruct
the Hu-III features because the ice likely extended above the valley
basin that contained the glacier during the time of deposition of the
Hu-I and Hu-II moraines, requiring methods beyond the scope of
this paper.

In Experiment 2, we use the method from Pierrehumbert (1999)
to relate our calculated temperature changes at the ice cap to
regional SST changes by extrapolating along the saturated moist
adiabat temperature profile to sea level. For this method to be
appropriate, both theWTG approximation and the assumption that
the free atmospheric temperature profile follows the moist adiabat
curve must hold. We validate the WTG approximation by calcu-
lating the 500 mbar free atmosphere temperature at the QIC lati-
tude using NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis 1 output (http://www.esrl.noaa.
gov/psd), finding for a longitudinal sweep that it varies by less than
±1 �C around the mean, which is consistent with the WTG
approximation (Pierrehumbert, 1995). We validate the second
assumption by calculating the locally linear lapse rate at the QIC
summit elevation of the moist adiabat curve that produces the
observed summit temperature at the elevation of the meteorology
station, finding it to be ~5.4 �C km�1, which agrees with the pre-
viously published value (Bradley et al., 2009). Although the moist
adiabat curve is nonlinear, it is linear to first order over the eleva-
tion range of the QIC, allowing us to use a constant lapse rate for the
surface energy balance ablation model. However, over greater
elevation ranges, this non-linear structure is important. The locally
linear lapse rate of the moist adiabat curve steepens with height
making temperature changes in the free atmosphere at the eleva-
tion of Peruvian Andes glaciers amplified relative to the corre-
sponding SST changes.

In both Experiments 1 and 2 we use two different lapse rate
schemes. For the first scheme, we hold the lapse rate fixed at the
contemporary value (5.4 �C km�1). For the second scheme, we
allow the lapse rate to vary with changes in the mean temperature.
Since the temperature profile follows the moist adiabat curve,
which has a curvature that is dependent on regional temperatures,
the locally linear slope of moist adiabat curve (i.e. the lapse rate) at
the elevation of the QIC varies with regional temperature changes.
As regional temperatures increase, the lapse rate at the QIC de-
creases, and as regional temperatures decrease it increases. See
Table 1 for the summit temperature changes, SST changes, and
lapse rates characteristic of the experiments.

2.4. Interannual climate variability simulations (Experiment 3)

In Experiment 3, we add interannual temperature and precipi-
tation rate variability to the climate signal while not changing the
mean state. We run the model to equilibrium without climate
variability and then add a stochastic noise term to both the tem-
perature and precipitation rate signals, running it for an additional
11,000 model years. The stochastic noise term is produced by a
Gaussian random number generator with a prescribed standard
deviation (1�s value). These climate perturbations are uncorre-
lated from one model-year to the next but persist for the entire
model year. The time duration of these perturbations affects the
magnitude of the glacier response, with a one time-step duration
(one model-month) perturbation producing a lesser magnitude of
glacier response than a perturbation that persists for an entire
model year for a fixed noise variance. For consistency with previous
studies (e.g. Roe and O'Neal, 2009; Huybers and Roe, 2009; Roe,
2011; Anderson et al., 2014; Roe and Baker, 2014), we use a corre-
lation time of one model-year. Also for consistency, the tempera-
ture and precipitation rate anomalies are uncorrelated with each
other. For the temperature variance, we perturb the annual mean
but not the seasonal cycle, and for the precipitation rate variance,
we perturb the net precipitation but not the seasonal cycle. We run
simulations with a 1�s value of the annual-averaged summit
temperature time series ranging from 0.0 �C to 0.75 �C, in intervals
of 0.05 �C and a 1�s value of the net annual precipitation time
series ranging from 0% to 50% the current amount, in intervals of 5%.
We conduct a simulation for every combination of temperature and
precipitation rate variance (n ¼ 176). For statistics, we discard the
first 1000 years of output, using only the last 10,000 years.
3. Results

3.1. Experiment 1: climate drivers of glacier length change

The glacier responds differently to summit air temperature
changes than to precipitation rate changes (Fig. 2a). The rate of
glacier length change due to an air temperature change varies
across the valley, depending on the valley slope and to a lesser
degree the lapse rate scheme. In contrast, the rate of length change
due to precipitation rate changes is constant for most of the valley.
The slope of the Huancan�e valley steepens along the flowline from
the top of the ice cap to the base of the plateau (~4700 m along the
flowline) at which point the slope becomes negligible (<1�) (see
insert in Fig. 1). Along the steepest section (from roughly the cur-
rent ice margin past the Hu-I moraines to the base of the plateau),
the length change due to an air temperature change is the smallest,
with a rate of ~1000 m per �C for the contemporary lapse rate
scheme and a rate of ~900 m per �C for the temperature dependent
lapse rate scheme. Upslope from the ice margin to ~2000 m along
the flowline the valley slope is shallower, and the rate of length
change increases, with a rate of ~1750 m per � C (contemporary
lapse rate) or ~1700 m per �C (temperature dependent lapse rate).
The topmost ~2000 m of the valley is the shallowest (until the
plateau base), and the rate of length change is even larger, with a
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Fig. 2. Climate drivers of Huancan�e glacier length changes. a) Glacier length sensitivity to precipitation rate changes and air temperature. Notice the differences in scale of the x-
axes. b) Glacier length sensitivity to summit accumulation rate changes along different summit isotherms ranging from �1.5 �C (dark blue curve) to þ0.5 �C (red curve). The black
arrow indicates a ~650 m glacier advance from a 0.5 m w.e. a�1 reduction in the summit accumulation rate and a 0.5 �C cooling. The current accumulation rate and maximum
decadal-average accumulation rate from the QIC ice core (Thompson et al., 2013) are plotted. In both figures, the current climatology is indicated by the black star, and the location
of the current ice margin (CIM), Hu-I moraines (Hu-I), plateau base (PB), and Hu-II moraines (Hu-II) are indicated. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure caption,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 3. Air temperature and precipitation rate changes that can produce a glacier
length at the current ice margin (CIM), Hu-I moraines (Hu-I), or Hu-II moraines (Hu-II)
for the contemporary lapse rate (dashed curves) and the temperature-dependent lapse
rate (solid curves). The summit accumulation rate is calculated for each temperature
and precipitation rate change, and the thin gray curves indicate the accumulation rate
for the current period (1.17 mw.e. a�1), the earlier LIA period (1.03 mw.e. a�1), and the
later LIA period (1.50 m w.e. a�1) (Thompson et al., 2013). The black star indicates the
current climatology.
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rate of ~4200 m per �C (contemporary lapse rate) and ~4250 m per
�C (temperature dependent lapse rate). The length change due to
precipitation rate changes is constant from the point of deglaciation
to the base of the plateau, with a rate of ~1000 m per doubling.
When the terminus reaches the base of the plateau, slight changes
in either temperature or precipitiation rate result in large length
changes.

The summit accumulation rate record also provides information
about glacier length change but must be interpreted with knowl-
edge of ice cap air temperatures (Fig. 2b). For a fixed summit air
temperature, the glacier will advance with increased summit
accumulation and retreat with decreased summit accumulation.
However, significant glacier length advances can also occur at a
fixed or decreased summit accumulation rate due to air tempera-
ture cooling at the ice cap (black arrow in Fig. 2b). For most of the
valley, air temperature changes produce greater length changes
than those produced by accumulation rate changes, but once the
terminus reaches the plateau base, the glacier becomes highly
sensitive to any climate change.

To compare the importance of each climate forcing, we deter-
mine the change required to advance the glacier to the nearest
moraine location when only varying one climate forcing. An
advance to the Hu-I moraine location, in the absence of an air
temperature change, requires a precipitation rate increase of 120%
(1.60 m w.e. a�1 increase) or summit accumulation rate increase of
140% (1.64 mw.e a�1 increase). The largest observed increase in the
decadal-average accumulation rate from the QIC ice core record is
~45% (0.53 m w.e. a�1 relative to the Current Warm Period)
(Thompson et al., 2013), which in the absence of coolingwould only
produce a ~400 m length advance if sustained long enough for the
glacier to reach a new equilibrium position. In contrast, an advance
to the Hu-I moraines due to only air temperature change requires a
cooling of 0.90 �C (contemporary lapse rate) or 0.95 �C (tempera-
ture-dependent lapse rate). Experiment 1 highlights the strong
relationship between temperature changes and glacier length
changes and the weaker relationships between glacier length
change and precipitation rate or summit accumulation rate
changes. It also highlights the importance of cooling in the for-
mation of the observed glacial features in the Huancan�e valley.

3.2. Experiment 2: possible LIA & YD paleoclimates

We find combinations of temperature and precipitation rate
changes that can produce an equilibrium glacier length at the po-
sition of the Hu-I moraines (LIA-age) or the Hu-II moraines (YD-
age) (Fig. 3). We further constrain LIA changes by using the QIC ice
core record (Thompson et al., 2013) and by assuming that the
Huancan�e valley LIA glacial chronology matches the chronology for
the QIC's Qori Kalis valley. In the Qori Kalis valley, the glacier
retreated from its maximum LIA extent ~1490 CE ± 60 years and
readvanced to a lesser extent between 1660 CE and 1710 CE (Stroup
et al., 2014). The climate forcing associated with this earlier
moraine age must have predated the reconstructed age, placing the
climate forcing during a period of decreased summit accumulation
(~13% decrease). The age of the readvance is concurrent with the
tail end of a period of increased summit accumulation (~27% in-
crease) (Thompson et al., 2013), and the climate forcing associated
with the readvance most likely included increased accumulation.

For the earlier LIA moraine age (~1490 CE þ/60), an air



Fig. 4. Climate variability and glacier response to climate variability. a) QIC detrended
annual mean anomalies in temperature and precipitation rate from the CRU TS v3.22
monthly mean observational data set (01/1950e12/2009) (Harris et al., 2014). The
temperature and precipitation rate variances (1�s values) are included, and the
correlation coefficient between the time series is r ¼ �0.10. b) Huancan�e glacier
response to observed climate variability. Without climate variability, the terminus
remains at a constant position (black delta function), but with climate variability the
terminus fluctuates around the mean position (blue normal distribution), with the
included 1�s value (sL). Also, climate variability causes an upslope retreat (DL)
compared to the equilibrium position without climate variability. c) Magnitude of
glacier length fluctuations due to a range of climate variability values. The magnitude
(in meters) is the 1�s value of the glacier length time series. The observed precipi-
tation rate (vertical dashed line) and temperature (horizontal dashed line) variances
are included. The magnitude of fluctuations depends on the temperature variance but
is mostly independent of the precipitation rate variance. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)
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temperature cooling 1.03 �C for the contemporary lapse rate
scheme or 1.13 �C for the temperature-dependent lapse rate
scheme and a precipitation decrease of ~14% (0.19 m w.e. a�1)
produce an equilibrium glacier length at the Hu-I moraine position
and the summit accumulation rate for the period just before the
earlier age (1.026mw.e. a�1). For the later LIAmoraine age (1660 CE
and 1710 CE), a cooling of 0.69 �C (contemporary lapse rate) or
0.74 �C (temperature-dependent lapse rate) and precipitation rate
increase of ~21% (0.28 mw.e. a�1) produce an equilibrium length at
the Hu-I moraines the summit accumulation rate for the period
before the later age (1.504 mw.e. a�1). Extrapolating these summit
air temperature coolings along the moist adiabat curve to sea level,
we find an SSTcooling of between 0.56 �C and 0.62 �C for the earlier
period and between 0.38 �C and 0.41 �C for the later period.

The QIC ice core record does not extend into the late Pleistocene,
but we constrain the possible changes for the Hu-II moraines (YD-
age) by exploring two types of precipitation rate change. In the first
type, we assume that there is not a change in regional circulation,
and the precipitation rate scales with ClausiuseClapeyron, where a
1 �C cooling results in a ~7% decrease in the precipitation rate. In the
second type, we assume that there are changes in the regional
circulation pattern that increase QIC precipitation. GCM simula-
tions suggest that increased northern hemisphere sea ice during
the YD forced the intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ) southward
(Chiang and Bitz, 2005), providing a mechanism for increased
precipitation in the southern tropical Andes. Dynamic GCM simu-
lations of the last 22,000 years show increased precipitation for the
gridcells near the QIC during the YD (Liu et al., 2009; He, 2011; He
et al., 2013). Also, geological evidence supports increased late-
Pleistocene precipitation for the southern tropical Andes, with
higher lake levels at Lake Titicaca (Baker et al., 2001), large paleo-
lakes in southern Bolivia (Placzek et al., 2006), and increased net
accumulation at nearby glacier Sajama (Bolivia) (Thompson et al.,
1998).

For the first type of precipitation rate change (ClausiuseCla-
peyron scaling), a greater cooling is required than for the second
type (increased precipitation rate). For the first type, a cooling of
1.45 �C (contemporary lapse rate) or 1.59 �C (temperature-depen-
dent lapse rate), corresponding to a precipitation rate decrease of
~10% (0.14mw.e. a�1), produces an equilibrium glacier length at the
Hu-II moraines. These summit air temperature coolings correspond
to SST coolings of between 0.79 �C and 0.87 �C. For the second type,
a 20% increase in the precipitation rate, which is consistent with
GCM output (Liu et al., 2009; He, 2011; He et al., 2013), and summit
cooling of 1.14 �C (contemporary lapse rate) or 1.24 �C (tempera-
ture-dependent lapse rate) produce an equilibrium glacier length at
the Hu-II moraines. These summit air temperature coolings corre-
spond to SST coolings of between 0.63 �C and 0.68 �C. For an upper
extreme on the YD precipitation rate increases (and lower extreme
on YD cooling), we increase the precipitation rate by 40%, and a
cooling of 0.94 �C (contemporary lapse rate simulations) or 1.04 �C
(temperature-dependent lapse rate simulations) produces an
equilibrium glacier length at the position of the Hu-II moraines.
These summit air temperature coolings correspond to SST coolings
of between 0.52 �C and 0.57 �C.

3.3. Experiment 3: glacier length response to interannual annual
climate variability

We quantify the expected glacier length fluctuations from
contemporary climate variability at the QIC using the CRU TS v3.22
monthly mean observational data set (Harris et al., 2014), finding a
1�s value of the detrended annual mean temperature time series
of 0.52 �C and of the precipitation rate time series of 15% (Fig. 4a).
The two anomaly signals are uncorrelated (r ¼ �0.10), consistent
with our methodology. For these climate variances, the 1�s value
of the glacier length time series (magnitude of glacier length fluc-
tuations) is 134 m (Fig. 4b). However, with such climate variance,
the mean terminus position also retreats 300 m upslope from the
terminus position of the glacier in simulations without climate
variability (Fig. 4b). Assuming that the 3�s value of the glacier
length time series is the maximum excursion that could produce an
observable feature, features within ~400 m of the terminus may be
accounted for by glacier fluctuations due to climate noise, which is
far less than the advance necessary to produce the closest mo-
raines. However, the mean glacier terminus position also retreats
300 m upslope, reducing any downslope excursions of the glacier
beyond the equilibrium terminus position in simulations without



Fig. 5. Little Ice Age (LIA) paleoclimate reconstructions of a) SST anomalies from the
TraCE GCM simulation (Liu et al., 2009; He, 2011; He et al., 2013) (red curve), the
Gonz�alez-Rouco et al. (2006) GCM simulation (magenta curve), reconstructions of the
NINO4 region from the Thompson et al. (2013) d18O ice core record (gray curve), and
this study (black diamonds with error bars) and b) precipitation rate anomalies from
TraCE simulation and Gonz�alez-Rouco et al. (2006) simulation (cyan), accumulation
rate anomaly from the Thompson et al. (2013) ice core record (gray curve), and this
study (black diamonds with error bars). R1 indicates the age-range of the earlier LIA
period, and R2 indicates the age-range of the latter LIA period. SST anomalies from
GCM output are for the region 1.8�S to 20.4�S; 108.7�W to 18.7�W. Precipitation rate
anomalies from GCM output are for the grid cells adjacent to the QIC. All curves are
decadal-averaged anomalies relative to the 1900e1990 CE mean and smoothed with a
30-year running mean. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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climate variability.
The Huancan�e glacier also responds differently to noise in the

temperature signal (temperature variances) than to noise in the
precipitation rate signal (precipitation variance). The magnitude of
glacier length fluctuations increases with greater temperature
variance but is mostly invariant to the amount of precipitation rate
variance (Fig. 4c). The maximum 1�s value of glacier length fluc-
tuations is 244 m, and occurs when the temperature variance is
greatest (1�s value of the temperature anomaly time series is
0.75 �C). When the temperature variance is <0.2 �C, the 1�s value
of the glacier length fluctuations is less than 50 m (i.e. smaller than
the model spatial resolution). Also, the amount of retreat in the
mean terminus position (compared to simulations without climate
noise) depends on the amount of temperature variance, but it is
mostly insensitive to the amount of precipitation rate variance (not
shown). The glacier length retreat increases with greater temper-
ature variance, and the maximum retreat is ~700 m when the
temperature variance is 0.75 �C. Experiment 3 highlights different
responses of the glacier to temperature and precipitation rate
variance and also illustrates that downslope excursions of the
glacier due to interannual climate variability cannot produce the
glacial features in the Huancan�e valley.

4. Discussion

We find that air temperature changes are the major climate
driver of length changes of the Huancan�e glacier. The glacier
advance for a 1 �C cooling is between one and four times the
amount of advance for a doubling in the precipitation rate. Air
temperature changes have been shown to be the dominant
mechanism for length changes for mid and high latitude glaciers
(Anderson and Mackintosh, 2006), and we suggest that this is also
the case for low-latitude glaciers. Sagredo et al. (2014) show that
tropical glaciers have a greater sensitivity in their equilibrium line
altitudes (ELA) to air temperature changes than to precipitation
rate changes and that many low-latitude glaciers have larger
temperature sensitivity than mid and high latitude glaciers.
Further, Sagredo et al. (2014) find that low-latitude glaciers require
precipitation rate increases of between ~100% and ~300% to balance
the ELA change from a 1 �C warming, while mid-latitude South
American glaciers require a precipitiation rate increase of ~33%. For
mid and high latitude glaciers, values of ~25% have been more
broadly used (Braithwaite and Zhang, 2000; Oerlemans, 2001). We
find that the Huancan�e glacier requires a precipitation rate increase
of ~170% to offset the retreat for a 1 �C warming.

Climatology may account for why changes in tropical glacier
lengths are dominated by air temperature changes. Mild temper-
ature seasonality in the tropics creates a relatively constant
snowline (Kaser, 1995), limiting solid accumulation to the upper
parts of tropical glaciers and restricting the size of the accumula-
tion area. In addition, 70e80% of the QIC precipitation falls during
the austral summer (Thompson et al., 2013), when the snowline is
the highest, and glaciers with maximum summer precipitation are
especially sensitive to temperature changes (Fujita, 2008a, 2008b).
Further, the shallow low-latitude lapse rate causes greater vertical
displacement in the freezing line for a given temperature change
than for glaciers with a steeper lapse rate which, coupled with the
low temperature seasonality in the tropics, amplifies ELA changes.
In addition, recent work finds amplified warming in high-altitude
mountain regions (where all tropical glaciers are found) due to
mechanisms both included and not included in this study, which
may further increase the sensitivity of tropical glaciers to regional
air temperature changes (Pepin et al., 2015). The especially high
sensitivity of the Huancan�e glacier length to air temperature
changes may also be due to the hypsometry of the QIC (see insert in
Fig. 1). The accumulation area is a flat plateau, making the ice cap
especially vulnerable to shifts in the freezing height (Mark et al.,
2002). However, the large response of the Huancan�e glacier
length to air temperature changes should also be realized at other
low-latitude glaciers due to the constraints placed by climatology.

We find that the observable glacial features in the Huancan�e
valley could only have been formed during past cooler climates. To
reproduce the Hu-I or Hu-II moraines in the absence of regional
cooling requires a more than doubling in the precipitation rate,
which exceeds any long-term anomalies in the ice core accumu-
lation record (Thompson et al., 2013) or regional precipitiation rate
increases realized in GCM simulations of the late Pleistocene and
Holocene (Gonz�alez-Rouco et al., 2006; Liu et al., 2009; He, 2011;
He et al., 2013) (see Fig. 5b and Fig. 6b). However, significant
glacier advances can occur during periods of unchanged or even
decreased summit accumulation due to air temperature coolings at
the glacier (Fig. 2b). Our modeling results are consistent with in-
terpretations from Stroup et al. (2014), which suggest that regional
cooling during a period of decreased summit accumulation pro-
vided the climate forcing for the maximum late Holocene glacial
extent of the QIC's Qori Kalis glacier. Finally, we find that the
magnitude of glacier length fluctuations due to contemporary
interannual climate variability is far less than the advances neces-
sary to form the glacial features in the Huancan�e valley. Glacier
features within ~400 m of the terminus position could be formed
due to contemporary interannual climate variability but the closest
downslope moraines require an advance of ~1000 m.

The response of the Huancan�e glacier to interannual climate
variability differs from previous studies of mid-latitude glaciers
(e.g. Oerlemans, 2000; Roe& O'Neal, 2009; Huybers and Roe, 2009;
Roe, 2011; Anderson et al., 2014; Roe and Baker, 2014). We find that
the magnitude of Huancan�e glacier length fluctuations depends
mainly on the amount of temperature variability and is insensitive
to precipitiation rate variability (Fig. 4c), unlike for mid-latitude



Fig. 6. Younger Dryas (YD) paleoclimate reconstructions of a) SST anomalies from the
TraCE GCM simulation (red curve), the MARGO SST reconstructions (Waelbroeck et al.,
2009) for the same region as the GCM (gray square with error bars), and this study
(black diamond with error bars) and b) precipitation rate anomalies from the TraCE
simulation and this study (black diamond with error bars). The Antarctic Cold Reversal
(ACR) and YD are indicated. The geographic regions and averaging and soothing are the
same as for Fig. 5. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure caption,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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glaciers, where both temperature and precipitiation play a role. This
strong dependence on temperature and minimal dependence on
precipitiation rate mirrors the trend for length sensitivity (Section
3.1) and is likely also due to climatology. Mass surpluses (or deficits)
from precipitation rate anomalies are confined to the upper regions
of the glacier and must be transported to the toe of the glacier
before causing length variations. The glacier transport time is
greater than the correlation time of the climate variability (one
model year), and these imbalances are likely offset before reaching
the terminus. By comparison, temperature variability affects both
the melt rate on the lower parts of the glacier and the elevation of
the freezing line, resulting in shorter response times to tempera-
ture anomalies than to precipitation rate anomalies. An additional
result from simulations with climate noise is that the mean glacier
length retreats (compared to the terminus position in simulations
without noise) with increased temperature noise, suggesting that a
glacier will retreat more from a few warm years than advance from
a few cold ones. Some of this asymmetry between advance and
retreat may also reflect variations in the slope of the valley bedrock
(see insert in Fig. 1). This upslope retreat of the mean terminus
position with increased temperature variance also suggests that a
glacier's equilibrium terminus position may be dependent on more
than just the mean state (mean annual temperature and net annual
precipitation). Fujita (2008a,b), Vacco et al. (2009) and Sagredo
et al. (2014) have shown that seasonality plays an important role
in the glacier mass balance, length, and ELA, and our results suggest
that climate variability can also play a role in determining the mean
terminus position.

We reconstruct ice cap air temperature decreases relative to the
present for the LIA and YD, finding a cooling of between 0.69 �C and
1.13 �C for the LIA and between 0.94 �C and 1.59 �C for the YD. The
colder YD climates inferred from this study as well as GCM results
(Liu et al., 2009; He, 2011; He et al., 2013) and isotope anomaly
measurements at other tropical Andean ice masses (Thompson
et al., 1995, 1998; Ramirez et al., 2003) may have caused a
different basal thermal regime, which would have affected the
glacier flow dynamics. Ice core temperature profiles indicate that
the modern base of the glacier is at the pressure melting point,
allowing for basal sliding, even though interior parts of the ice core
are below the pressure melting point (Thompson et al., 2013). Also,
many boulders emerging from the current ice margin are striated,
indicating recent basal sliding (Kelly et al., 2015). However, middle
Holocene-age in situ organic matter exposed from beneath the
currently retreating ice margin (e.g. Thompson et al., 2013) sug-
gests that basal sliding may be limited in places today, and given
the non-temperate glacier characteristics from the ice core and the
in situ organicmatter, basal freezingmay be beenmore prevalent in
past colder climates, limiting basal sliding. Our flowline model in-
cludes deformation and basal sliding velocities and parameteriza-
tions calibrated for both transport modes (Oerlemans, 1986,
1997a,b). While exploring the effects of each type of motion on
the paleoclimate reconstructions is beyond the scope of this study,
our work can place absolute constraints on air temperature cool-
ings from limits on changes in freezing level height inferred from
the hypsometry of Quelccaya Ice Cap (see the insert in Fig. 1). This
limit is independent of the types of ice transport. The freezing level
cannot be displaced more than ~500 m due to air temperature
cooling before solid accumulation would fall on most of the valley
and ablation would be suppressed to the point where almost lim-
itless glacier growth could occur. Such conditions are not observed
during the time of the Hu-II moraines deposition. Ourmodeled zero
degree isotherm is ~5000 m.a.s.l and the mean position of the zero
degree isotherm during the austral summer months is
~5300 m.a.s.l, which we use as an estimate of the snowline due to
the climatology at the QIC. These values agree well with previous
estimates (Mercer and Palacios, 1977; Thompson,1979). To displace
the snowline from the current position to the base of the plateau
requires a cooling of ~2.4 �C (contemporary lapse rate) or ~2.6 �C
(temperature-dependent lapse rate), which corresponds to SST
coolings of 1.3 �C and 1.4 �C. These coolings are an extreme upper
limit, and runaway glacier growth would likely occur at even lesser
amounts of cooling, due to feedbacks between the height of the ice
surface and the rate of ablation. Even for this upper limit on cooling,
YD ice cap air temperatures would only be ~1 �C to ~1.4 �C colder
than the values determined from the flowline model, and SSTs
would only be ~0.5 �Ce~0.8 �C colder.

We reconstruct regional SST changes for two periods during the
LIA based on the chronology at the Qori Kalis valley of the QIC.
These two periods are concurrent with Northern Hemisphere
temperature depressions (Mann et al., 2009) and late Holocene
glacier fluctuations in the tropical Andes and in the Northern
Hemisphere (Licciardi et al., 2009; Jomelli et al., 2009). For the
earlier period (1490 CE ± 60 years), we find a precipitation rate
decrease of ~14% and a regional SST cooling of between 0.56 �C and
0.62 �C. For the latter period (1660e1710 CE), we find a precipita-
tion rate increase of ~21% and a regional SST cooling of between
0.38 �C and 0.41 �C. The Gonz�alez-Rouco et al. (2006) GCM simu-
lation (GR) of the last millennium, forced with greenhouse gas re-
constructions from ice cores, short-term solar variations, and
volcanic aerosols, finds a cooling during these periods in the global
and northern hemisphere surface temperatures and the southern
hemisphere tropical SSTs (Fig. 5a). During the early period, the GR
output is ~0.1 �Ce~0.15 �C warmer than our reconstructions, and
during the latter period, it is ~0.1 �Ce~0.15 �C cooler. Discrepancies
between our reconstructions and the GR output may indicate un-
certainties in the external forcings in the GR model (Zorita et al.,
2004). The TraCE-21ka GCM simulation (TraCE) from the LGM to
the present (Liu et al., 2009; He, 2011; He et al., 2013), forced during
the last millennium with greenhouse gas changes and only
Milankovitch forcing on insolation (correspondence with Dr. Feng
He), does not illustrate a LIA signal in the global or northern
hemisphere surface temperatures or southern hemisphere tropical
SSTs (Fig. 5a). Neither GCM captures precipitation rate variability
similar to that in the summit accumulation record (Fig. 5b),
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suggesting that these GCMs are unable to capture QIC precipitation
rate variability. Proxy reconstructions of SSTs for the NINO4 region
(5�N to 5�S; 160�E to 150�W) from the QIC ice core record of d18O
(Thompson et al., 2013) find mild cooling during the later LIA
period (readvance in the Qori Kalis valley (1660e1710 CE)) but no
real trend during the earlier period (maximum glacier extent in the
Qori Kalis valley (1490 CE ± 60 years)) (Fig. 5a). However, tropical
SST reconstructions from Andes ice core d18O records differ in
magnitude and trend (e.g. Thompson et al., 1995, 1998;
Pierrehumbert, 1999; Thompson et al., 2013).

We constrain southern hemisphere tropical SSTs cooling dur-
ing the YD to between 0.52 �C and 0.87 �C, with the lower bound
corresponding to a 40% increase in precipitation and the upper
corresponding to a precipitation scaling with ClausiuseClapeyron.
For the situation where the glacier dynamics fundamentally
changes, an upper extreme on SST coolings is ~1.4 �C at which
point the freezing level height at the QIC would drop below the
plateau base and the glacier would grow almost limitlessly. For a
~20% increase in the precipitation rate, which agrees with the
trend in the TraCE simulation (Liu et al., 2009; He, 2011; He et al.,
2013), we find a cooling of between 0.63 �C and 0.68 �C. The TraCE
simulation (Liu et al., 2009; He, 2011; He et al., 2013), forced with
changes in sea ice extent, continental configurations, meltwater
fluxes, and Milankovitch forcing on insolation, suggest that the
early YD (12.8e12.4 ka) tropical southern hemisphere climate was
both cooler (~0.84 �C) and wetter (~20%) than present (Fig. 6) but
that there is a ~0.2 �C SST warming trend and a ~10% precipitation
rate increase going from the late Antarctic Cold Reversal (ACR)
(13.5e12.8 ka) to the early YD. The TraCE temperature anomalies
agree with our results in the limit where the precipitation rate
scales with ClausiuseClapeyron. However, for a ~20% increase in
the precipitation rate, our reconstructed SST cooling is ~0.2 �C less
than the TraCE simulations. The upper extreme on cooling
(freezing level height limit) greatly overestimates the SST coolings
realized in the GCM. The proxy record from tropical marine cores
in similar regions is conflicting. The Lea et al. (2003) reconstruc-
tion for the Cariaco Basin core (10.7�N; 64.9�W) finds significant
SST cooling (3 �Ce4 �C) from the late ACR to the YD while the Hüls
and Zahn (2000) core for the Tobago Basin core (12.1�N; 61.2�W)
finds mild warming from the ACR to the YD. Wan et al. (2009)
illustrate how marine sediment core records capture local
trends, which can differ from regional trends due to changes in sea
level, ocean circulation, and upwelling.

Our paleoclimate reconstructions agree with GCM simulations
that include forcing mechanisms that are believed to have been
important in producing the century-scale and abrupt climate
change events. Our LIA reconstruction finds a southern hemisphere
SST cooling that agrees with the GR simulation (Gonz�alez-Rouco
et al., 2006), which includes short-term insolation and volcanic
aerosol forcings. However, our reconstruction and the GR simula-
tion disagree with the TraCE simulation (Liu et al., 2009; He, 2011;
He et al., 2013) for the last millennium, which does not include
these forcings and does not illustrate a LIA trend. This disagreement
and the lack of a LIA signature in the TraCE simulation possibly
highlight the importance of short-term insolation and volcanic
aerosol forcings in producing the temperature trends of the last
millennium. Our YD reconstructions and TraCE simulation (Liu
et al., 2009; He, 2011; He et al., 2013), which include many of the
hypothesized late Pleistocene forcing mechanisms, indicate that
the southern hemisphere tropics during the YD were both colder
and wetter than present and agree on thewhole. Despite the lack of
a southern hemisphere tropical SST cooling trend from the late ACR
into the early YD in the TraCE simulation, the bedrock slope profile
of the Huancan�e valley is such that if the terminus were near the
plateau base, a slight temperature or precipitation rate forcing
would result in a significant readvance of the glacier. Following this
YD readvance, the gradual SST warming into the Holocene realized
in the TraCE simulation would quickly overpower any mass
imbalance that might have caused the readvance to the Hu-II mo-
raines, and the glacier would retreat. The geologic record suggests
that the glacier retreated from the Hu-II moraine position to almost
the Hu-I moraine position between ~12.35 ka and 11.6 ka (Kelly
et al., 2012, 2015) and the climate trend in the TraCE simulation
and themodel work conducted here are consistent with this glacier
length trend.
5. Conclusions

We conduct numerical simulations on the Huancan�e outlet
glacier of the QIC to quantify the glacier length response to climate
change and climate noisewithin an unchangingmean climate state.
We also use the model to reconstruct possible paleoclimates, both
at the ice cap and regionally, for the LIA and the YD. Our key results
are the following:

� Over the range of plausible changes in air temperature and
precipitation rate changes, air temperature changes are the
dominant climate forcingmechanism for glacier length changes.
The glacier advance for a 1 �C cooling is about one to four times
the value of the glacier advance for a doubling in the precipi-
tation rate. Also, the maximum observed decadal-averaged
accumulation rate increase from the ice core record
(Thompson et al., 2013) could produce less than half of the
glacier advance necessary to reach the LIA moraines, in the
absence of air temperature cooling.

� Glacier length fluctuations due to interannual climate variability
are significantly smaller than the glacier advances necessary to
form the Huancan�e valley moraines. Glacial features within
~400 m of the current ice margin may have been produced by
glacier fluctuations due to contemporary interannual climate
variability, but glacier advances more than twice as great as that
are needed to form the geomorphic record.

� The observed geomorphic features in the Huancan�e valley can
only be explained by a change in the mean climate state and
require some degree of cooling.

� During the LIA, we reconstruct air temperature coolings at the
ice cap of between ~0.7 �C and ~1.1 �C, corresponding to regional
SST coolings of between ~0.4 �C and ~0.6 �C.

� During the YD, we reconstruct an upper bound on air temper-
ature coolings at the ice cap of ~2.6 �C and a lower bound of
~0.9 �C, corresponding to regional SST coolings of between
~1.4 �C and ~0.5 �C.

� Our LIA and YD paleo-SST reconstructions from the geomorphic
record of the Huancan�e outlet glacier of the QIC agree in
magnitude and trendwith GCM simulations that include forcing
mechanisms that are believed to have caused the LIA and YD
climate change events.
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